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Abstract: Exercise is a prevailing topic in modern society as more people are pursuing a healthy
lifestyle. Physical activities provide significant benefits to human well-being from the inside out.
Human pose estimation, action recognition and repetitive counting fields developed rapidly in the
past several years. However, few works combined them together to assist people in exercise. In
this paper, we propose a multitask system covering the three domains. Different from existing
methods, heatmaps, which are the byproducts of 2D human pose estimation models, are adopted for
exercise recognition and counting. Recent heatmap processing methods have been proven effective
in extracting dynamic body pose information. Inspired by this, we propose a deep-learning multitask
model of exercise recognition and repetition counting. To the best of our knowledge, this approach
is attempted for the first time. To meet the needs of the multitask model, we create a new dataset
Rep-Penn with action, counting and speed labels. Our multitask system can estimate human pose,
identify physical activities and count repeated motions. We achieved 95.69% accuracy in exercise
recognition on the Rep-Penn dataset. The multitask model also performed well in repetitive counting
with 0.004 Mean Average Error (MAE) and 0.997 Off-By-One (OBO) accuracy on the Rep-Penn dataset.
Compared with existing frameworks, our method obtained state-of-the-art results.

Keywords: exercise; multitask system; heatmap; Rep-Penn dataset

1. Introduction

Exercise is an inseparable part of people’s daily lives, boosting human health phys-
ically and mentally. Technology innovation plays an increasingly significant role in im-
proving exercise experience. In particular, Digital Twin coaching [1] is a promising area,
which is starting to be explored. It allows us to provide individuals with a digital coach by
utilizing advances in machine learning. The idea is inspired by the Digital Twin technology
that El Saddik redefined to include the human Digital Twins [2]. This is an important
redefinition, as it opens doors to the domain of coaching and sport to benefit from the
Digital Twin technology. It is achieved by putting together specific technologies for the
purpose of collecting data on the individual performing sport, analyzing the gathered data
using machine learning and deep learning, and providing users with feedback and insight
on their exercise performance [3].

Human pose estimation, action recognition and repetition counting are significant
tasks in Digital Twin coaching. They provide precise body keypoints locations, workout
categories and repetitive counting for the trainees. There are many works focusing on
individual fields, and our paper integrates the three domains.

Human pose estimation is to recognize and locate the keypoints of the human body
from RGB images or frames. These keypoints are connected to build an overview of the
human torso. With the powerful feature extraction capabilities of CNN, both 2D and
3D human pose estimation fields have made considerable progress [4–6]. In this paper,
we applied 2D human pose estimation because of its simplicity and stability. In general,
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2D human pose estimation can be seen from two aspects: the detection problem and
the regression problem. The detection-based methods [4,5,7] usually generate the pose
estimation maps or heatmaps, whose pixels indicate the probability of one joint’s location.
Regression-based methods [6,8,9] output joints coordinates directly, which makes the end-
to-end training process possible. They also allow joint positions to be leveraged by later
tasks. The exponential growth of 2D human pose estimation contributes to many exercise
pose guidance works. The user’s joint positions are compared with the trainer’s body.
Accurate feedback helps exercisers correct training postures.

Two-dimensional (2D) action recognition recognizes the action type from RGB images
automatically. The key to 2D action recognition is extracting spatial information from a single
frame and temporal information from the whole video. Two-dimensional exercise recognition is
a special branch of 2D action recognition because it mainly depends on body pose information.
Therefore, joint motion information is significant for identifying exercise type, and video frames
with whole body movement are necessary for exercise recognition. Many studies focus on
utilizing joint motion information in action recognition. To make use of joint locations estimated
by regress-based pose estimation methods, Luvizon et al. [10] generated a 3D matrix which is
the concatenation of all the joint coordinates. Moreover, many skeleton-based action recognition
works [11,12] achieved an excellent performance. Detection-based pose estimation methods are
also applied in the action recognition task. Some researchers applied different colours to the
heatmaps according to the relative time of the frame [13,14]. Other methods focus on extracting
features from heatmaps to obtain intuitive temporal–spatial information [15,16].

Repetitive counting based on videos is always considered a dependant task. Many
researchers made great achievements using signal processing methods before the machine
learning wave came. Compared with these methods, machine learning methods are pow-
erful at extracting similar information among the frames. Finding commonality between
frames makes this task easier [17]. They usually use a symmetric matrix [18] to denote
the similarity between two frames. What is more, approaches based on applied topology,
sensors and wifi are also effective. Exercise repetitive counting is distinctive because it can
leverage joint movement information. Few researchers work in this field. Alatiah et al. [19]
utilized joint coordinates to derive the angle of each articulation. The number of cycles is
counted by detecting the peaks of the angle change curve. Khurana et al. [20] extracted
features from keypoints trajectory, and applied an off-the-shelf multilayer regressor to
obtain the counting results.

Many up-to-date detection-based pose estimation methods achieve advanced accuracy,
and their byproduct heatmaps include rich body motion information, which can be used in
other tasks like exercise recognition and counting. Both tasks benefit from temporal joint
motion information, which encourages us to build a multitask model sharing the same
input features. Therefore, we establish a new multitask system including a 2D human pose
estimator and an exercise recognition and counting multitask model. The whole system is
illustrated in Section 3.1.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• Design and advancement of an exercise multitask system combining human pose
estimation, exercise recognition and repetition counting. The pose estimation model
predicts joint locations, and provides byproduct heatmaps to the recognition and
counting networks;

• Development of a strategy to utilize rich body motion information contained in
heatmaps in the multitask of exercise identification and repetition counting for the
first time;

• Building a new dataset called the Rep-Penn dataset based on the PennAction dataset.
It covers seven exercises with nine different cycles and three action speeds.

2. Related Work

Human pose estimation, action recognition and repetition counting have made notable
progress individually. There are also many works that focus on the interaction field of the
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three domains by sharing features among different tasks. Since this paper works in 2D
instead of in 3D, only literature relevant to the 2D field will be presented.

2.1. 2D Human Pose Estimation

As introduced above, 2D human pose estimation is usually divided into two groups:
detection-based methods and regression-based methods. Detection-based methods usually
output heatmaps, which predict the probability of the joint occurring at each pixel. These
methods obtain joint coordinates indirectly, and they need post-processing such as applying
a maximum filter to obtain the joint locations.

Wei et al. [5] introduced the heatmap to the human pose estimation task first. The
proposed network consists of several stages. Each stage takes both the heatmaps from
the previous stage and the feature map of the current stage as the input. Loss calculation
is added in each stage to solve the gradient vanishing problem when training. Stacked
Hourglass (SHG) Network [4] is a significant architecture, and lays the foundations for
many pose estimation related tasks. It is able to catch information of all scales because
small feature maps contribute to locating small body parts, while large-scale feature maps
help to learn the full body information. MSPN [7] inherits the advantages of the SHG
Network by sharing a similar architecture. It is able to utilize small-scale and large-scale
features as well. Besides, it leverages a cross-stage aggregation technique by connecting
features in different stages. We apply MSPN as our human pose estimator considering its
high efficiency and accuracy.

Detection-based methods need non-differentiable processing steps on heatmaps to
obtain the joint coordinates. Some researchers tried to replace the non-differentiable
steps with differentiable functions so that joint locations can be estimated directly. These
regression-based approaches are widely applied as well. Luvizon et al. [6] replaced the non-
differentiable argmax function with the differentiable soft-argmax function. It can convert
the highest response from feature maps to the coordinates. Nibali et al. [8] proposed a
non-trainable differentiable layer called DSNT (Differential Spatial to Numerical Transform)
layer. It is capable of calculating numerical coordinates from heatmaps immediately, and it
achieves competitive pose estimation results.

Most detection-based methods have larger feature maps compared with regression-
based methods. Thus, they have stronger spatial generalization abilities and obtain better
accuracy. However, the architectures of these methods are not end-to-end networks, and
regression-based methods have the advantage of generating joint positions directly.

2.2. 2D Action Recognition

Video-based 2D action recognition is a complex problem because it involves high-level
feature extraction and the time dimension. In recent years, deep learning based methods
have received more and more attention because of their strong feature processing abilities.
The convolution operation is one of the basic parts of deep learning networks for the
action recognition task. Though some researchers proposed single-frame action recognition
architectures, which utilized 2D CNN models pretrained on other datasets, they overlooked
the significance of temporal information in action recognition.

To make use of temporal information, researchers found that 3D CNN is an intuitive
way to leverage temporal information from videos. Tran et al. [21] introduced an advanced
version of 3D CNN called C3D by applying better kernel sizes for 3D CNN. Multi-streams
approaches also play an important role in action recognition. These methods normally
include two streams: the spatial stream and the temporal stream. The spatial stream focuses
on getting static information from still frames, and the temporal stream obtains motion
information from the whole video.

Despite obtaining the action type directly, many approaches concentrate on utilizing
joints locations. Yang et al. [11] proposed a framework combining both CNN and LSTM.
They also designed a novel skeleton structure to better express the joint information.
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Ludl et al. [12] decoded the skeleton information by generating an Encoded Human Pose
Image (EHPI) according to the joint type and location.

To make use of the rich information of the heatmap, which is a byproduct of detec-
tion based pose estimation methods, much of the literature created effective methods in
leveraging heatmaps. Choutas et al. [13] colourized the heatmaps based on the order of
the frames. These maps are temporally aggregated and fed into a classification network.
Shah et al. [14] improved this method by reweighing motion information of various joints.
Liu et al. [15] accumulated the heatmaps to create two images, which describe the temporal
difference of torso shape and pose locations. The two features are fused, and a CNN model
is applied to obtain the classification result. These works produced good results but they
all need complicated processing on the heatmaps such as colourization. Liu et al. [16] made
use of two features derived from heatmaps: DPI (Dynamic Pose Image) and DTI (Dynamic
Texture Image). DPI contains numerous joint motion and body shape change information,
and DTI stores a large amount of texture information. This method is straightforward and
intuitive without complex processing procedures. What is more, DTI alone contains enough
features, which we found can help with other tasks such as human exercise counting.

2.3. Repetitive Counting

Repetitive counting is an important task in the Computer Vision field. Much literature
on repetitive counting commonly transforms the motion to a one-dimensional signal.
Frequency information is extracted by signal processing methods such as Fourier Transform,
peak detection and singular value decomposition. These methods assume the motion is
periodic and stationary, which is unsuitable in many non-stationary situations. Therefore,
Runia et al. [22] replaced Fourier Transform with Wavelet Transform. To handle camera
movement and diversity in motion repetitions, they constructed a series of time-varying
flow-based signals which are calculated in the motion foreground segmentation. However,
this method failed to take contextual information into consideration.

The periodic detection problem can also be treated as a problem of finding commonal-
ities between two video sequences. Panagiotakis et al. [17] proposed a symmetric matrix
composed of two action sequences’ pairwise difference. A highly efficient graph-based
algorithm MUCOS and SMUCOS was proposed for this problem. It is reliable in the
unsupervised situation when the semantic content of the videos, the number of periods
and the valid duration of the video are unknown. Debidatta et al. [18] introduced a new
symmetric matrix that helps achieve up-to-date accuracy. It acts as an intermediate layer to
predict the cycle length and valid periodic length.

There are also many other methods that do not fall into the two divisions above. Levy
and Wolf [23] employed a CNN model for the whole video to estimate the cycle length.
They used two counters to record the number of repetitions so far and the index of the
frame in one cycle respectively. The limitation is that cycle length is unchangeable in
one video, which is not adaptable for actions with varied frequencies. Zhang et al. [24]
proposed a new method by searching the positions of two neighbouring identical cycles. It
overcomes the problems caused by diverse cycle lengths.

Finally, to the best of our knowledge, only a few works combine three tasks to-
gether [19,20]. Both of them utilize off-the-shelf human pose estimators to calculate the
joint coordinates. Alatiah et al. [19] generated a new dataset, UCFRep, by augmenting the
UCF101 dataset [25]. They fed the estimated 3D keypoints into a CNN model to derive
the action class. For the counting task, parameters including major joints and type of
motion are preselected. The major joints’ angles of specific exercise are calculated from
joint positions. Counting results and the correctness of the exercise are determined by the
angle-time plot. This work proposes a reliable real-time system. However, exercise type
and respective main joints should be set before counting. Khurana et al. [20] collected
exercise videos from gym cameras. Different from our paper, their method can work
in the multiple-people situation. The predicted keypoints are gathered to form motion
trajectories. Then, the trajectories are grouped to each person. The processed features
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are fed into a multilayer classifier and a multilayer regressor to achieve exercise category
and counting results respectively. Their work has the advantage of working for multiple
persons. However, its accuracy is limited and needs further improvement.

3. Proposed Methods
3.1. System Overview

An illustration of the proposed system is provided in Figure 1. The original inputs
are RGB frames from an exercise video. MSPN is a 2D human pose estimation model,
and it provides the heatmaps for calculating joint coordinates and the multitask model of
exercise recognition & counting. Therefore, the heatmaps are processed in two ways. On
the upper branch, max activating locations of the heatmaps are calculated to get the joint
positions of the human body. The keypoints are connected to form a body skeleton, which
provides visual feedback to the users. On the lower branch, heatmaps are transformed by
the heatmap processing methods to extract body motion features. The processed heatmaps
are then fed into the multitask model to recognize the exercise type and count the number
of cycles. The following sections will introduce each block in detail.

Figure 1. Illustration of the overall multitask system diagram.

3.2. MSPN Model

The MSPN model is a 2D human pose estimation model with up-to-date accuracy and
efficiency. Because of the high accuracy and stability of MSPN, We applied it as our human
pose estimation model.

3.2.1. Fine-Tuning

The MPII dataset [26] is a widely used dataset, which is tailored for 2D human pose
estimation. It contains about 25 K human pose images with 16 body keypoints, but it does
not cover the exercise videos we need. The PennAction dataset [27] includes 15 exercises
with both actions and pose joints labels, but it only provides 2 K video samples, which is
not enough to train a complex human pose estimation model like MSPN. What is more,
only 13 joints are labelled without keypoints such as ’thorax’, ’pelvis’ and ’neck’. To make
use of both datasets, we pretrained MSPN on the MPII dataset first. After that, MSPN is
fine-tuned by being trained again on the PennAction dataset. The missing joints in the
PennAction datasets will be treated as 0 s. It will not affect the training results as the
missing joints are not counted in the total loss. Therefore, the model’s generalization ability
in the PennAction dataset is improved compared with using pretrained weights. It also
outputs 16 joints’ heatmaps, which help to describe the human body motion better.

3.2.2. Calculate Joint Coordinates

To estimate the joint locations from the heatmaps, extra processing methods should
be applied. In this paper, the heatmaps are filtered by a Gaussian filter with a Standard
Deviation (σ) equal to 0.5. Then, each heatmap is fed into a maximum filter to find the
largest value of the heatmap. The footprint of the maximum filter is 3×3. The position of
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the maximum is the predicted joint location. For heatmaps with all 0s, it indicates that the
joints are either out of the detection area or get obscured.

3.3. Heatmap Processing

The heatmap is a 2D map that denotes the joint location probability. It can not only be
used to calculate joint coordinates, but also represent the joint movement in the video. The
joints’ motion is a key feature in both exercise recognition and counting. Therefore, MSPN
is leveraged as the human pose estimator to provide heatmaps based on the Rep-Penn
dataset. It produces K (K = 16) heatmaps representing K joints locations per image. The
generated heatmaps have the same height (H = 64) and width (W = 64), and the number of
channels equals 1. Assume one video has F frames, we obtain a 4D feature J ∈ RH×W×F×K

by concatenating them together.
However, many up-to-date backbones with effective feature extraction abilities only

allow for 3D feature inputs, and 4D features require a much larger model, which increases
the complexity of the model greatly and slows down the training speed. Therefore, we
calculate the mean of the first dimension and the second dimension of the 4D feature J
respectively, and obtain 3D features A ∈ RW×F×K and B ∈ RH×F×K:

A[w, f , k] =
1
H

H

∑
h=1

J[h, w, f , k] (1)

B[h, f , k] =
1

W

W

∑
w=1

J[h, w, f , k]. (2)

In this way, J is projected horizontally and vertically. Two 3D features A and B represent
the ordinate movement and the abscissa movement respectively. We add A and B together
as P ∈ R(H+W)×F×K. Compared with J, the number of parameters of P is only H+W

H×W times
of that of J. Suppose H = W, the number of parameters is reduced by H

2 times, which is
32 times in this work.

The pixel values of the heatmaps are between 0 and 1. We normalize the heatmaps to
the scope of 0 to 255. The normalization formula is:

N = 255× P−min(P)
max(P)−min(P)

. (3)

Function max(·) calculates the maximum pixel value of the image P, while min(·) measures
the minimum value. The normalized matrix N is then resized to 224 × 224 × K.

Each joint has different motion patterns for different exercises. In order to make
the joint movement more intuitive, let NK represent the joint motion of the Kth joint
NK ∈ R224×224. An example of a one-period exercise is shown in Figure 2. This picture
shows how the joint moves in a single cycle. The final position is almost the same as the
original position, which suggests the end of one cycle. Our generated dataset includes
exercises with multiple periods. An illustration of processed heatmaps calculated from a
multi-cycle exercise video is displayed in Figure 3.

Figure 2. An example of single-cycle processed heatmap. The upper part is the ordinate change
curve, and the below part is the abscissa change curve.
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Figure 3. An example of processed heatmaps of a multi-period video. The example is based on an
8-cycle ’Jumping jack’ exercise video. There are 16 joints in total. Each joint corresponds to a heatmap
figure representing the joint motion in the whole video.

3.4. Multitask Model

In this paper, we proposed a multitask model of 2D exercise recognition and repetition
counting. ResNet based networks are adopted as the backbones of both exercise recognition
and repetition counting branches. The overview of the multitask model is presented
in Figure 4.

We apply the ResNet34 network as the backbone of the exercise recognition part
because of its simplicity and effectiveness. Exercise recognition is considered a classification
problem. The output is a one-dimensional vector with length 512. To match the output
size of ResNet34 and the number of classes of Rep-Penn which is seven, a Fully Connected
Network (FCN) made of dense layers is added at the end of ResNet34. The FCN consists
of three dense layers with output size 128, 28 and 7. After each dense layer, the Relu
activation function is added, except for the last layer. The final layer is followed by a
Softmax activation function.

Repetitive counting is treated as a regression problem. Its network is made of ResNet18
and an FCN. The FCN in the counting network includes four dense layers, with neuron
sizes 128, 28, 7 and 1. Similar to the recognition task, Relu activation function is followed
by each dense layer except the last dense layer. The linear activation function is placed at
the end of the network.

Besides the two branches, several shared convolution layers are added to provide
global features for these two tasks. The shared layers include two 3 × 3 convolution layers
and two 5 × 5 convolution layers. All the layers have the same output size as the input.
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Figure 4. Illustration of the proposed multitask model. It consists of shared layers, an exercise recognition branch and a repetition
counting branch.

3.5. Network Training

To train the multitask model of exercise recognition and counting, a two-stage training
strategy is applied. At the first stage, we feed the multitask model with the Rep-Penn
dataset and action labels. Both recognition network and shared convolution layers are
trained, and the counting network is frozen. Categorical Cross-Entropy Loss is applied:

CE = − 1
N

N

∑
n=1

C

∑
i=1

ynilog(pni), (4)

where N is the number of samples, and C is the number of exercise classes. yn = [yn1, yn2, ..., ync]
is the groundtruth one-hot label of the nth sample. if the sample belongs the ith class, yni = 1.
If not, yni = 0. pn = [pn1, pn2, ...pnc]. Each element pni represents the estimated probability
that the nth sample belongs to the ith category.

At the second stage, Rep-Penn dataset and counting labels are provided to the multi-
task model. The weights of the shared convolution layers along with the recognition layers
are frozen, and only the counting network is trained at this stage. The loss function is MSE
(Mean Squared Error):

MSE =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

(yi − ŷi)
2. (5)

In the formula above, N represents the amount of data. yi represents the true counting
number while ŷi denotes the predicted counting result. By using the two-stage training
strategy, our model can be trained to identify exercise recognition and count repetitions
concurrently without extra steps.

To alleviate the effect of people in the training process, we separate individuals in the
training dataset and the test dataset. The test dataset excludes pieces of information from
the person who is included in the training dataset. Moreover, the inputs of the multitask
model are processed heatmaps, which further reduce the influence of the people.

3.6. Rep-Penn Benchmark

In order to meet the needs of 2D exercise recognition and repetition counting multitask,
we create the Rep-Penn dataset based upon the PennAction dataset [27]. The PennAction
dataset only includes exercise videos with one cycle whilst multi-cycle physical activities
are required in this paper. Therefore, we synthesize the Rep-Penn dataset by utilizing the
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single-cycle exercise video frames. Inspired by dataset synthesis methods from [18], we
connect the forward video with the rewinding video instead of connecting the original
video repeatedly. In this way, continuity of the body movement is guaranteed, and exercise
of various periods can be generated for repetition counting. Figure 5 applies processed
heatmaps to explain how the video concatenation works. The images on the left side of
the arrow are processed heatmaps of a one-period exercise video. P represents the video
in positive order, and R represents the reverse order. The image on the right side denotes
the processed heatmaps of a multi-cycle video, which is the concatenation of a single-cycle
video.

Figure 5. Illustration of creating a multi-cycle exercise video.

This paper is tailored for the multitask system of a one-set exercise, so we produce
exercise videos with 6 ∼ 14 cycles considering the normal number of repetitions in a set of
exercises. Besides different periods, we take motion speeds into consideration. We sample
all the frames by taking one frame every C (C = 1, 2, 3) frames. As a result, three different
action speeds are added to increase the diversity of the synthesized dataset. Figure 6
utilizes the heatmaps to illustrate how the number of cycles and speed differ in various
workout videos. We can see from this image that different exercises have distinct joint
motion patterns. The difference in moving speeds is not easily distinguished due to the
heatmap size limitation. The change in the action period can be perceived effortlessly.

Figure 6. Explanation of videos with different cycles and speeds. This image shows the motion of
right wrist in two exercises: bench press and sit up. (a) 6 cycles and low speed. (b) 6 cycles and fast
speed. (c) 12 cycles with middle speed.

Therefore, each exercise video in the PennAction is enhanced to 27 videos with the
same exercise, different cycles and various speeds. Among the 15 actions in the PennAction
dataset, seven of them are included in Rep-Penn: bench press, clean and jerk, jumping jack,
pull up, push up, sit up and squat. In total, we obtain 29,187 exercise videos. We separate
the training dataset and test dataset at a ratio of 4:1, with 23,220 videos for training and
5967 videos for testing.

4. Experiments

In this section, our proposed multitask model is evaluated on the Rep-Penn dataset.
Comparison between our approach and state-of-the-art methods are listed as well.
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4.1. Implementation Details

We performed all the experiments on a computer with one Intel Core i7-9700K CPU,
two Nvidia GTX1080ti GPUs with 24GB memory and 64GB RAM in total. The operation
system of our computer is Ubuntu 16.04. The pose estimation model MSPN, exercise
recognition and counting multitask model are all implemented by TensorFlow frame-
work. Point Cloud Library and SciPy Library are used in heatmap processing and data
preparation steps.

RMSprop optimizer is chosen for both training steps, and default parameters are
applied. The initial learning rates are both set to 0.001, and the numbers of total epochs
are both ten. The learning rate of the first training step is divided by ten after one and
five epochs, and the learning rate is reduced by ten times at the 3rd and 6th epochs in the
second training stage. In the whole training process, the batch size is eight.

4.2. Data Preparation and Evaluation Metrics

The size of original heatmaps produced by MSPN is 64 × 64. After being processed
by the method introduced in Section 3.3, heatmaps are resized to 224 × 224. 16 heatmaps
corresponding to 16 joints in one video are concatenated together to form a 224 × 224 × 16
feature map as shown in Figure 7. The 3D feature maps are considered as basic samples,
and they are shuffled before being fed into the recognition & counting multitask model.

Figure 7. The illustration of stacking 16 heatmaps to one 3D feature map. The size of a single heatmap is
224× 224. 16 heatmaps are combined together to form a feature map with the size of 224× 224× 16.

We apply four metrics for exercise counting and one metric for action recognition. The
four counting metrics include Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Off-By-One (OBO), Average
Error (AE) and Standard Deviation (σ). Accuracy is leveraged as our exercise recogni-
tion standard.

MAE is the criteria used in many other baseline methods for repetitive counting tasks.
We calculate the sum of the absolute difference between the ground truth label G and
the predicted counting result P, and then divided by the ground truth G : |G−P|

G . Let N
represent the number of samples. MAE is the average of the normalized absolute difference
in the whole dataset:

MAE =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

|Gi − Pi|
Gi

. (6)

OBO is also a significant metric in counting tasks. If the difference between the
predicted count and the ground truth value is within 1, the sample is correctly classified.
Otherwise, it is noted as misclassification.

OBO =
Num[(G− P) <= 1]

Num(G)
, (7)
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where Num[·] represents the number of valid values. Since repetitive counting is widely
considered as a regression problem, OBO can describe the performance of counting predic-
tor well.

AE represents the average counting error. The formula is similar with MAE but it is
not divided by groundtruth value G:

AE =
1
N

N

∑
i=1
|Gi − Pi|. (8)

Standard Deviation (σ) measures the amount of variation or dispersion of a set of
values. In the counting task, it is usually used along with MAE or AE to denote the
dispersion of the counting results.

σ =

√√√√ 1
N

N

∑
i=1

(Gi − Pi)2. (9)

For exercise recognition task, we calculate the number of correct predictions (C)
divided by the number of samples (N):

Accuracyexe =
C
N

. (10)

4.3. Results and Analysis
4.3.1. Exercise Recognition

The test dataset of Rep-Penn includes 5967 test samples covering seven exercises:
bench press, clean and jerk, jumping jack, pull up, push up, sit up and squat. Table 1 shows
the prediction accuracy of each exercise on our multitask model. We got 95.69% accuracy
among the seven exercises, and all the exercises’ accuracy is above 90%, except ’Sit up’.
’Clean and jerk’ gets the highest accuracy at 99.83% while ’Sit up’ reaches around 89%
accuracy.

Table 1. Recognition accuracy for each type of exercise.

Exercises Bench
Press

Clean
and Jerk

Jumping
Jack Pull Up Push Up Sit Up Squat Overall

Accuracy 96.53% 99.83% 93.25% 95.91% 93.83% 88.89% 97.65% 95.69%

Table 2 is the confusion matrix of the exercise recognition. Among the seven exercises,
’Clean and jerk’ and ’Squat’ are the most easy-to-distinguish exercises. We can see that
’Clean and jerk’ only has one misclassification among all the 594 test samples, and ’Squat’
owns 33 incorrect estimations among 1215 test data. Nevertheless, ’Sit up’ has the highest
error with 45 incorrect predictions in 405 samples. Most wrong predictions fall on ’Bench
press’ and ’Pull up’, which means that the model tends to mistake ’Sit up’ for ’Bench
press’ or ’Pull up’. For other exercises, most of them have less than seven percent incorrect
predictions which are acceptable.
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Table 2. Confusion matrix for exercise recognition across 7 exercises.

7 Exercises Bench
Press

Clean
and Jerk

Jumping
Jack Pull Up Push Up Sit Up Squat

Bench press 834 0 0 0 30 0 0

Clean and jerk 0 593 0 0 1 0 0

Jumping jack 0 0 428 21 10 0 0

Pull up 2 0 10 984 25 5 0

Push up 21 0 1 27 1140 0 26

Sit up 12 3 0 27 3 360 0

Squat 0 4 0 21 0 8 1371

We apply the two-stage training strategy in training the multitask model. Exer-
cise recognition layers are trained first based on several networks: ResNet18, ResNet34,
ResNet50 and ResNet101. The results are displayed in Table 3. From this table, we can
see that ResNet34 based network obtains the best exercise recognition accuracy at 95.69%.
ResNet18 and ResNet50 achieve very close results with 94.25% and 93.78% respectively.
ResNet101 has the poorest accuracy at 91.20%. Even though ResNet 34 is larger than
ResNet18, we select ResNet34 as the main part of the exercise recognition branch because
precision is our primary goal.

Table 3. Comparison of feature extraction networks for exercise recognition task.

Network Accuracy (%) Parameters

Ours-ResNet18 94.25 11,323,303

Ours-ResNet34 95.69 21,442,599

Ours-ResNet50 93.78 26,263,651

Ours-ResNet101 91.20 45,334,115

4.3.2. Repetition Counting

To find the most suitable feature extraction network for the counting task, ResNet18,
ResNet34 and ResNet50 are tested as the feature extraction network. The comparison is
shown in Table 4. It lists the counting performance of the three networks. ResNet18 is
the smallest network with around 11 million parameters. It achieves excellent accuracy
with 0.004 MAE and 0.997 OBO. ResNet34 is about two times the size of ResNet18, and it
obtains competitive results in the counting task with 0.006 MAE and 0.998 OBO. ResNet50
is the largest network but performs worst. After considering the accuracy and network size
of ResNet18 and ResNet34, ResNet18 is selected as the backbone of the counting network
in the multitask model. The MAE is less than 0.005, and AE is around 0.04, which means
the counting error is small compared with groundtruth counting labels. The Standard
Deviation is only 0.172, suggesting small error dispersion in the prediction results. OBO is
above 99%, denoting that almost all the test samples are within ±1 of groundtruth.
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Table 4. Comparison of feature extraction networks for counting tasks. Four standards are displayed
in this table: (MAE) Mean Average Error, OBO (Off-By-One), AE (Average Error) and σ (Stand
Deviation), which are introduced in Section 4.2. This comparison is made under the premise that the
exercise recognition backbone is ResNet34.

Network MAE ↓ OBO ↑ AE ↓ σ ↓ Parameters ↓
ResNet18 0.004 0.997 0.039 0.172 11,323,575

ResNet34 0.006 0.998 0.059 0.189 21,442,871

ResNet50 0.015 0.996 0.154 0.261 26,444,247

4.3.3. Discussion

The processed heatmaps contain both spatial and temporal information about the
body joints. It requires the deep learning networks to have a proper number of convolution
layers. For exercise recognition, the movements of different joints regarding various
exercises are key features. ResNet18 is relatively shallow, and it does not contain enough
convolution layers to learn from extracted features. However, the heatmaps are not that
complicated. ResNet50 and ResNet101 are too deep to improve the accuracy compared
with ResNet34. For repetition counting, the joint movement features are more intuitive as
the multitask model only needs to learn how to predict the start point and end point of
each repetition. Therefore, ResNet18 is deep enough to make the most use of the heatmaps.
Applying deeper convolutional networks will decrease the model’s performance.

4.3.4. Output Format

The input of the multitask system is a single-person exercise video. The output is
the same video noted by the body skeleton, exercise type and the number of cycles. The
examples of output frames are displayed in Figure 8. The body skeleton is coloured
and shown on top of the human body. The label in the upper right corner of the frame
represents the exercise type, and the number in the bottom right corner denotes the number
of repetitions.

Figure 8. Examples of output frames. It includes all the 7 exercises with various periods.

4.4. Comparison with Other Methods

There are only a few papers [19,20] focusing on exercise recognition and repetition
counting multitask based on RGB images. Both of them create their own datasets which
are unavailable. Alatiah et al. [19] generated training data covering three exercises: pull
up, push up and squat. Therefore, we compare with their work in both tasks based on
these three same exercises. Khurana et al. [20] included 17 actions in total, among which
four exercises are the same as this paper. However, some of them are easily misclassified
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due to the limitation of training data. Thus, the seven most frequent exercises among the
17 exercises are selected for comparison in exercise recognition. In repetition counting,
we also include Zhang et al.’s paper [24] besides the mentioned two papers because they
created a new dataset UCFRep based on UCF101, and they achieved up-to-date accuracy in
the counting task. In the end, the effect of heatmaps is explored by comparing our method
and applying joint positions directly.

4.4.1. Exercise Recognition

Alatiah et al.’s work [19] shares three of the same exercises: pull up, push up and
squat with our work. We trained our multitask model by only using data of these three
physical activities. Table 5 compares the accuracy between their work and this paper across
the three exercises. It is shown that the precision of ’Pull up’ and ’Push up’ and Recall
of ’Squat’ of this work is higher than in their work, but other metrics of our work are a
bit lower than theirs. The reason is that they applied the reject option, which rejects the
ambiguous samples if the estimated probability is out of the selected confidence intervals.
Despite this, our method is still competitive as all three metrics are within 0.03 of Alatiah’s
results.

Table 5. Comparison with paper [19] over 3 exercises: pull up, push up and squat. The metrics with ∗ denotes the result of
this paper while the metrics without ∗ represent the accuracy of paper [19].

Class Precision Recall F1-Score Precision ∗ Recall ∗ F1-Score ∗

Pull up 0.975 0.982 0.979 0.979 0.955 0.968

Push up 0.975 0.968 0.972 0.987 0.947 0.967

Squat 0.992 0.989 0.990 0.943 0.992 0.967

We also compare our proposed method with Khurana et al.’s [20] research. They
collected exercise videos from gym cameras. In summary, videos including 17 exercises
were gathered, and they achieved overall 80.60% exercise recognition accuracy. Since their
dataset is unavailable, we compare the recognition accuracy of the seven most frequent
exercises they collected with our work. Their 85.7% accuracy over seven exercises is lower
than our 95.69% accuracy. The comparison above shows that our exercise recognition
branch has up-to-date accuracy.

4.4.2. Repetition Counting

In this section, we compared our work with paper [19] across three identical exercises
first. Afterwards, three papers [19,20,24] and our work are combined for comparison.

Compared with [19], our AE is ±0.242 lower than [19]’s ±1 across the three exercises.
Their counting part is based on a joint changing curve. It requires preselected action type
and counts the repetitions by detecting signal peaks. However, our work is based on
machine learning, and we do not need extra steps to derive the results.

The comparison between our method and three other works [19,20,24] is listed in
Table 6. Note that the result is affected by the dataset limitation. Compared with [24], our
MAE 0.004 is lower than their 0.147, and OBO 0.99 is much higher than their 0.79. The
standard deviation of our work 0.187 is also smaller than the 0.243 of the method in [24].
Their dataset, UCFRep, is more challenging than Rep-Penn. However, our dataset includes
videos with more cycles than UCFRep (max of cycles: seven), and more exercise types than
UCFRep (number of exercises: five).

In [19,20], they did not clarify how they calculated the error. We refer to the related
literature, and consider it as AE because it represents the average error per prediction. It is
shown that our AE is more accurate than theirs. Moreover, the standard deviation of our
paper, 0.187, is lower than that in [20] (2.64). Our counting branch is verified to be effective
and accurate.
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Table 6. Counting accuracy comparison between the four works. Khurana’s work is based on 17
exercises gathered from a gym camera. Alatiah’s research and Zhang’s work leverage data from
UCF101 dataset with 3 exercises and 24 daily activities individually. Our paper includes 7 exercises,
and the data are originally derived from PennAction dataset.

Method MAE ↓ OBO ↑ AE ↓ σ ↓
Khurana et al. [20] - - ±1.7 2.64

Alatiah et al. [19] - - ±1 -

Zhang et al. [24] 0.147 0.79 - 0.243

Proposed method 0.004 0.99 ±0.039 0.187

4.4.3. Comparison with Joint-Based Methods

To explore the influence of applying heatmaps in our method, using joint locations
and heatmaps are compared in this section. We calculate the joint coordinates, and connect
the ordinates and abscissas respectively to create a similar feature map to that in Figure 2.
The comparison is listed in Table 7. Exercise recognition accuracy and OBO of applying
heatmaps are higher than those of using joint positions. MAE, AE and σ of utilizing
heatmaps are lower than those of leveraging joint locations. Therefore, all the metrics of
using heatmaps are better than utilizing joint coordinates. It proves that heatmaps can
better express the movement and distribution of body joints. Applying heatmaps achieves
advanced performance in both tasks.

Table 7. Results of exercise recognition and counting using different inputs: heatmaps and joint
coordinates.

Input Data Exercise Recognition Repetition Counting

Accuracy (%) MAE ↓ OBO ↑ AE ↓ σ ↓
Heatmaps 95.69 0.004 0.99 ±0.039 0.187

Joint coordinates 93.43 0.012 0.98 ±0.055 0.203

4.5. Further Discussion

To the best of our knowledge, off-the-shelf datasets do not support human exercise
recognition and repetitive counting multitask. Action recognition datasets like UCF101 [25]
and PennAction [27] include in-door exercises, but there are no counting labels available.
Datasets tailed to repetitive counting like QUVA [22] and YTsegments [23] are short of data
regarding indoor exercises. In this case, we did not utilize common datasets to evaluate
different methods. All our experiments are based on the Rep-Penn dataset.

As introduced above, Rep-Penn is generated by concatenating single-period exercise
frames from the PennAction dataset. It excludes the exercises with shifting view angles.
Besides, Rep-Penn only includes continuous workouts with fixed cycle lengths. The
limitations of the PennAction dataset and the Rep-Penn dataset also apply to the proposed
multitask model. It lacks the ability to recognize exercises when the camera is moving or
when the body moves intermittently. Therefore, various exercise data should be collected
and trained on the multitask model. Moreover, the proposed system only works for a
single person. A multi-person multitask system can be explored to allow the system to
work for multiple exercisers.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a multitask system including an off-the-shelf 2D human pose
estimation model MSPN and a multitask model of 2D exercise recognition and repetition
counting. We are among very few works to propose a system covering these three fields
together. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that a 2D exercise
recognition and counting multitask model learned from heatmaps produced by the human
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pose estimator. The high accuracy achieved by heatmap-based pose estimation methods
encourages us to explore the rich information contained in the heatmaps. Inspired by the
outstanding performance of heatmap processing methods invented by Liu et al. [16], we
utilize this methodology to the multitask for the first time. Due to the dataset limitation,
we create a new dataset, Rep-Penn, based on the PennAction dataset. Various cycles and
action speeds are added to enrich the Rep-Penn dataset. Compared with related work, we
reach solid accuracy in both exercise recognition and counting. Our future work will focus
on collecting more diverse data, and will develop multi-person models in the multitask
system.
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